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Me: Patrick Owen
Born in Oxford
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Ph.D. at Imperial College, London

Since 2016 at UZH

I have been working on the LHCb experiment 
for 10 years. 

My research involves looking for new physics 
with beauty quark decays.
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Overview
• Introduction to: 

• The LHC 

• The LHCb experiment. 

• The initial raison d’etre for LHCb: CP violation. 

• What we focus on in UZH: Lepton flavour universality.
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Any questions, feel free to send 
a mail to: powen@physik.uzh.ch
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The Large Hadron Collider
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The LHC in a nutshell

• Most of the time the LHC collides protons. 

• Protons are injected into the LHC and accelerated to 13 
TeV. 

• Every 25ns, bunches of around 1011 protons are 
collided. 

• This continues for a few hours until the beam intensity 
is diminished enough to refill the machine.
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At the CERN canteen you will see LHC status screens 
like this during running.

• The LHC is the world's highest energy particle accelerator.
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The LHC data taking
• The LHC has undergone two large periods of data collection.
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• For example, here is the integrated luminosity collected by 
LHCb so far. 

• In total we have 9fb-1, i.e. so an interaction with a cross-section 
of 1fb will have occurred 9 times.  

• This corresponds to around 1012 beauty quark decays.
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LHCb
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LHCb
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LHCb

• The LHCb detector is designed to measure beauty and charm quark decays. 

• Precise tracker (Velo,TT,T-stations,magnet) to measure particle momentum. 

• Ring Imaging CHerenkov (RICH) detectors for particle identification. 

• Calorimeter and muon system to identify electrons, photons and muons.
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Beauty quark production at LHCb 

2.2 Beauty production at LHCb

The pp interactions are mediated by strong interactions. There are long-distance and
short distance contributions to the cross section. The long distance interaction is a
non-perturbative interaction where the protons see each other as point like particles
without structure. The scattering is known as ”soft”, as the transferred momentum is
low, the outcoming particles are therefore produced at small polar angles with respect to
the beam axis. This process is not relevant for b-hadron production. In short distance
interactions the interacting particles are the partons of the incoming protons. In this
case interaction is described by the perturbative QCD followed by a non perturbative
hadronization to colourless hadrons. The transferred momentum is large, therefore the
outcoming particles are produced with relatively large transverse momentum with respect
to the beam axis. For leading-order (LO) contributions, the dominant processes are
quark-antiquark annihilation (qq ! bb) and gluon-gluon fusion (gg ! bb), commonly
referred to as pair creation. The corresponding Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig. 2.2.
In the next-to-leading order (NLO), gluon-splitting and flavour-excitation come into play,
see Fig. 2.3. The contribution of the leading-order processes with respect to the total
b-cross section decreases with increasing energy. At the CM energy of 7 TeV and 14 TeV,
in a pp collider, the dominating process is flavour-excitation. The di↵erent contribution as
implemented in the event generator Pythia 6.4 are shown in Fig. 2.4. The cross section
of bb̄ pairs production increase almost linearly from 7 to 14 TeV.

Figure 2.2: Feynman diagrams for leading order for bb̄ production in p-p collisions. (a) and (b)
show gluon-gluon fusion processes while (c) shows quark-antiquark annihilation processes.

Pairs of bb̄ quark are often created with large boost and therefore tend to fly along
the axis of one incoming proton. Furthermore there is a strong correlation between the b
and the b̄ which causes them both to end up in the forward or backward direction. This
played an important role in the design of the LHCb experiment.

The bb̄ cross section has been measured in the forward region at the LHCb experiment in
the pseudorapidity interval 2 < ⌘ < 5 to be (72.0±0.3±6.8)µb and (154.3 ± 1.5 ± 14.3) µb
[26] for 7 and 13 TeV, where ⌘ = �ln(tag( ✓

2
)) ⇠ �1

2
ln( |p|+pL

|p|�pL
).

Quarks do not exist as unconfined object and can only be observed as bound states
in the form of mesons or baryons. At some point the individual quarks must fragment
into colourless bound objects. These fractions are di�cult to predict theoretically as the
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• Beauty quarks mainly produced by gluon-
gluon fusion. 

• They almost always come in pairs. 

• At peak luminosity, around 30K pairs are 
produced each second.

• They are produced in the ‘forward’ 
region, i.e. along the beam line.
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CP violation

Matter
Anti-matter
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Equal 
amount of 
matter and 
antimatter 
created

Today: 
almost no 
antimatter 
in the 

universe
So where did all the antimatter go?

Why does antimatter matter?
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Charge and parity symmetries
• Charge conjugation:
– Particle-anti-particle exchange.
• E.g. right-handed neutrino à right-handed anti-

neutrino

• Parity transformation:
– Reversal of spatial coordinates.
• Right-handed neutrino -> left-handed neutrino

⌫ ⌫̄Ĉ

⌫ ⌫P̂

Reminder:
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Charge and parity symmetries
• Charge conjugation:
– Particle-anti-particle exchange.
• E.g. right-handed neutrino à right-handed anti-

neutrino

• Parity transformation:
– Reversal of spatial coordinates.
• Right-handed neutrino -> left-handed neutrino

⌫ ⌫̄Ĉ

⌫ ⌫P̂

Both do not interact in SM:
Weak force ‘maximally’ 
violates C and P 
symmetries

Reminder:



• Combining the C and P transformations.

• Thought to restore the symmetry, until 1964 when Cronin and Fitch proved that 
CPV existed in a kaon oscillation experiment.

• So CPV is in the Standard Model. but 10 orders of magnitude too small to account 
for the matter-anti-matter asymmetry in the universe. 

• We expect to find new sources of CP violation beyond the Standard Model.

CP-violation
⌫ ⌫̄ĈP

• In the Standard Model, CPV 
arises from the CKM matrix.

Theoretical overview 8

VCKM =

0

BBB@

Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb

Vtd Vts Vtb

1

CCCA
⇠

0

BBB@

0.97 0.23 0.004

0.23 1.00 0.04

0.008 0.04 1.00

1

CCCA
. (2.18)

and describes all flavour violation in the SM. The CKM matrix has a very distinctive hierarchal

structure, where the parameter � is the sine of the Cabbibo angle has a value of about 0.2. The

CKM matrix is also the only source of CP violation in the SM, which is di↵erence in a physical

system after the of the interchange of particle-antiparitcle pairs (charge conjugation) and a reversal

in the sign of all spatial coordinates (parity transformation).

2.2. Beyond the Standard Model

Despite the unprecedented success of the SM, it cannot explain all experimental observations:

• It only incorporates three fundamental forces, there is no explanation for gravity.

• The amount of CP violation arising from the CKM matrix is roughly ten orders of magnitude

lower that what is needed to produce the matter-antimatter asymmetry of the universe after

the Big Bang [18].

• Only 4.9% of the observed matter in the universe is accounted for by the SM [19].

• Neutrinos are massless in the SM, which is in contradiction to observation of neutrino

oscillations [20].

These observations motivate physics beyond the SM, but at which energy scale? In addition to the

experimental side, there a few theoretical issues with the SM:

• The SM has a large number (18) of free parameters with a large range. Why is the top quark

so much heavier the up quark?

• What causes the hierarchal structure of the CKM matrix? Why are there three flavour

families?

Reminder:
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Manifestations of  CP violation

16

CP violating observables 

48 
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Manifestations of  CP violation
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CP violating observables 

48 

Will discuss these two today:

LHC$CERN$Seminar,$21$March$2019$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 2Angelo$Carbone

CP#violation#key#dates

1956
Parity violation
T. D. Lee,
C. N. Yang and
C. S. Wu et al.

Will discuss these two today:
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Direct CP violation
B ! f B̄ ! f̄

AP = |AP |e�
P
S e�

P
W

• CPV in decay is a difference in decay rate          and CP 
conjugate decay         .

• Consider the decay              and its CP conjugate             .

Strong phase
Weak phase

• With one decay amplitude,                      -> no CPV.

• With two decay amplitudes P and T:

A = AP +AT = |AP |�PS �PW + |AT |�TS �TW

|A|2 � |Ā|2 = �4|AP ||AT |sin(�PS � �TS )sin(�
P
W � �TW)

• Then taking the difference we obtain an expression for direct CPV.

• So only non-zero CPV when both strong and weak phases different.

|AP |2
<latexit sha1_base64="OMV9HlEo/IT4uwG3EsljfcKCVWM=">AAAB8HicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLiiewSEz2iXjxiIh8GFtItXWhou5u2a0IWfoUXDxrj1Z/jzX9jgT0o+JJJXt6bycy8IOZMG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCooaNEEVonEY9UK8CaciZp3TDDaStWFIuA02Ywup35zSeqNIvkgxnH1Bd4IFnICDZWepxcd9PadNKt9Iolt+zOgVaJl5ESZKj1il+dfkQSQaUhHGvd9tzY+ClWhhFOp4VOommMyQgPaNtSiQXVfjo/eIrOrNJHYaRsSYPm6u+JFAutxyKwnQKboV72ZuJ/Xjsx4ZWfMhknhkqyWBQmHJkIzb5HfaYoMXxsCSaK2VsRGWKFibEZFWwI3vLLq6RRKXtu2bu/KFVvsjjycAKncA4eXEIV7qAGdSAg4Ble4c1Rzovz7nwsWnNONnMMf+B8/gCalpBD</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OMV9HlEo/IT4uwG3EsljfcKCVWM=">AAAB8HicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLiiewSEz2iXjxiIh8GFtItXWhou5u2a0IWfoUXDxrj1Z/jzX9jgT0o+JJJXt6bycy8IOZMG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCooaNEEVonEY9UK8CaciZp3TDDaStWFIuA02Ywup35zSeqNIvkgxnH1Bd4IFnICDZWepxcd9PadNKt9Iolt+zOgVaJl5ESZKj1il+dfkQSQaUhHGvd9tzY+ClWhhFOp4VOommMyQgPaNtSiQXVfjo/eIrOrNJHYaRsSYPm6u+JFAutxyKwnQKboV72ZuJ/Xjsx4ZWfMhknhkqyWBQmHJkIzb5HfaYoMXxsCSaK2VsRGWKFibEZFWwI3vLLq6RRKXtu2bu/KFVvsjjycAKncA4eXEIV7qAGdSAg4Ble4c1Rzovz7nwsWnNONnMMf+B8/gCalpBD</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OMV9HlEo/IT4uwG3EsljfcKCVWM=">AAAB8HicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLiiewSEz2iXjxiIh8GFtItXWhou5u2a0IWfoUXDxrj1Z/jzX9jgT0o+JJJXt6bycy8IOZMG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCooaNEEVonEY9UK8CaciZp3TDDaStWFIuA02Ywup35zSeqNIvkgxnH1Bd4IFnICDZWepxcd9PadNKt9Iolt+zOgVaJl5ESZKj1il+dfkQSQaUhHGvd9tzY+ClWhhFOp4VOommMyQgPaNtSiQXVfjo/eIrOrNJHYaRsSYPm6u+JFAutxyKwnQKboV72ZuJ/Xjsx4ZWfMhknhkqyWBQmHJkIzb5HfaYoMXxsCSaK2VsRGWKFibEZFWwI3vLLq6RRKXtu2bu/KFVvsjjycAKncA4eXEIV7qAGdSAg4Ble4c1Rzovz7nwsWnNONnMMf+B8/gCalpBD</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OMV9HlEo/IT4uwG3EsljfcKCVWM=">AAAB8HicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLiiewSEz2iXjxiIh8GFtItXWhou5u2a0IWfoUXDxrj1Z/jzX9jgT0o+JJJXt6bycy8IOZMG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCooaNEEVonEY9UK8CaciZp3TDDaStWFIuA02Ywup35zSeqNIvkgxnH1Bd4IFnICDZWepxcd9PadNKt9Iolt+zOgVaJl5ESZKj1il+dfkQSQaUhHGvd9tzY+ClWhhFOp4VOommMyQgPaNtSiQXVfjo/eIrOrNJHYaRsSYPm6u+JFAutxyKwnQKboV72ZuJ/Xjsx4ZWfMhknhkqyWBQmHJkIzb5HfaYoMXxsCSaK2VsRGWKFibEZFWwI3vLLq6RRKXtu2bu/KFVvsjjycAKncA4eXEIV7qAGdSAg4Ble4c1Rzovz7nwsWnNONnMMf+B8/gCalpBD</latexit>

|AP |2
<latexit sha1_base64="fvXMv/Jp6dUacDLnOgeg9jieC5U=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCqzJTBF1W3bisYB/QTksmzbShmWRIMkKdDv6KGxeKuPU/3Pk3ZtpZaOuBwOGce7g3x48YVdpxvq3Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7Z+8fNJWIJSYNLJiQbR8pwignDU01I+1IEhT6jLT88U3mtx6IVFTwez2JiBeiIacBxUgbqW8fTbvC+Fk8uUp7ST2d9qp9u+xUnBngMnFzUgY56n37qzsQOA4J15ghpTquE2kvQVJTzEha6saKRAiP0ZB0DOUoJMpLZten8NQoAxgIaR7XcKb+TiQoVGoS+mYyRHqkFr1M/M/rxDq49BLKo1gTjueLgphBLWBWBRxQSbBmE0MQltTcCvEISYS1KaxkSnAXv7xMmtWK61Tcu/Ny7TqvowiOwQk4Ay64ADVwC+qgATB4BM/gFbxZT9aL9W59zEcLVp45BH9gff4AEwuVmg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fvXMv/Jp6dUacDLnOgeg9jieC5U=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCqzJTBF1W3bisYB/QTksmzbShmWRIMkKdDv6KGxeKuPU/3Pk3ZtpZaOuBwOGce7g3x48YVdpxvq3Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7Z+8fNJWIJSYNLJiQbR8pwignDU01I+1IEhT6jLT88U3mtx6IVFTwez2JiBeiIacBxUgbqW8fTbvC+Fk8uUp7ST2d9qp9u+xUnBngMnFzUgY56n37qzsQOA4J15ghpTquE2kvQVJTzEha6saKRAiP0ZB0DOUoJMpLZten8NQoAxgIaR7XcKb+TiQoVGoS+mYyRHqkFr1M/M/rxDq49BLKo1gTjueLgphBLWBWBRxQSbBmE0MQltTcCvEISYS1KaxkSnAXv7xMmtWK61Tcu/Ny7TqvowiOwQk4Ay64ADVwC+qgATB4BM/gFbxZT9aL9W59zEcLVp45BH9gff4AEwuVmg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fvXMv/Jp6dUacDLnOgeg9jieC5U=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCqzJTBF1W3bisYB/QTksmzbShmWRIMkKdDv6KGxeKuPU/3Pk3ZtpZaOuBwOGce7g3x48YVdpxvq3Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7Z+8fNJWIJSYNLJiQbR8pwignDU01I+1IEhT6jLT88U3mtx6IVFTwez2JiBeiIacBxUgbqW8fTbvC+Fk8uUp7ST2d9qp9u+xUnBngMnFzUgY56n37qzsQOA4J15ghpTquE2kvQVJTzEha6saKRAiP0ZB0DOUoJMpLZten8NQoAxgIaR7XcKb+TiQoVGoS+mYyRHqkFr1M/M/rxDq49BLKo1gTjueLgphBLWBWBRxQSbBmE0MQltTcCvEISYS1KaxkSnAXv7xMmtWK61Tcu/Ny7TqvowiOwQk4Ay64ADVwC+qgATB4BM/gFbxZT9aL9W59zEcLVp45BH9gff4AEwuVmg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fvXMv/Jp6dUacDLnOgeg9jieC5U=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCqzJTBF1W3bisYB/QTksmzbShmWRIMkKdDv6KGxeKuPU/3Pk3ZtpZaOuBwOGce7g3x48YVdpxvq3Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7Z+8fNJWIJSYNLJiQbR8pwignDU01I+1IEhT6jLT88U3mtx6IVFTwez2JiBeiIacBxUgbqW8fTbvC+Fk8uUp7ST2d9qp9u+xUnBngMnFzUgY56n37qzsQOA4J15ghpTquE2kvQVJTzEha6saKRAiP0ZB0DOUoJMpLZten8NQoAxgIaR7XcKb+TiQoVGoS+mYyRHqkFr1M/M/rxDq49BLKo1gTjueLgphBLWBWBRxQSbBmE0MQltTcCvEISYS1KaxkSnAXv7xMmtWK61Tcu/Ny7TqvowiOwQk4Ay64ADVwC+qgATB4BM/gFbxZT9aL9W59zEcLVp45BH9gff4AEwuVmg==</latexit>

|AP |2 = |AP |2
<latexit sha1_base64="AXPbpcoj5ae1uxfZAo5jh2Ww2aY=">AAACB3icbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY+CBIvgqewWQS9CqxePFewD2m3Jptk2NJssSVYo2968+Fe8eFDEq3/Bm//GbLsHbR0IDDPzJfnGjxhV2nG+rdzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tn7x80lIglJnUsmJAtHynCKCd1TTUjrUgSFPqMNP3RTeo3H4hUVPB7PY6IF6IBpwHFSBupZx9Pqt2kNp10y1eTjjDJ9KKkOs3Enl10Ss4McJm4GSmCDLWe/dXpCxyHhGvMkFJt14m0lyCpKWZkWujEikQIj9CAtA3lKCTKS2Z7TOGpUfowENIcruFM/T2RoFCpceibZIj0UC16qfif1451cOkllEexJhzPHwpiBrWAaSmwTyXBmo0NQVhS81eIh0girE11BVOCu7jyMmmUS65Tcu/Oi5XrrI48OAIn4Ay44AJUwC2ogTrA4BE8g1fwZj1ZL9a79TGP5qxs5hD8gfX5A3NGmao=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AXPbpcoj5ae1uxfZAo5jh2Ww2aY=">AAACB3icbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY+CBIvgqewWQS9CqxePFewD2m3Jptk2NJssSVYo2968+Fe8eFDEq3/Bm//GbLsHbR0IDDPzJfnGjxhV2nG+rdzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tn7x80lIglJnUsmJAtHynCKCd1TTUjrUgSFPqMNP3RTeo3H4hUVPB7PY6IF6IBpwHFSBupZx9Pqt2kNp10y1eTjjDJ9KKkOs3Enl10Ss4McJm4GSmCDLWe/dXpCxyHhGvMkFJt14m0lyCpKWZkWujEikQIj9CAtA3lKCTKS2Z7TOGpUfowENIcruFM/T2RoFCpceibZIj0UC16qfif1451cOkllEexJhzPHwpiBrWAaSmwTyXBmo0NQVhS81eIh0girE11BVOCu7jyMmmUS65Tcu/Oi5XrrI48OAIn4Ay44AJUwC2ogTrA4BE8g1fwZj1ZL9a79TGP5qxs5hD8gfX5A3NGmao=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AXPbpcoj5ae1uxfZAo5jh2Ww2aY=">AAACB3icbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY+CBIvgqewWQS9CqxePFewD2m3Jptk2NJssSVYo2968+Fe8eFDEq3/Bm//GbLsHbR0IDDPzJfnGjxhV2nG+rdzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tn7x80lIglJnUsmJAtHynCKCd1TTUjrUgSFPqMNP3RTeo3H4hUVPB7PY6IF6IBpwHFSBupZx9Pqt2kNp10y1eTjjDJ9KKkOs3Enl10Ss4McJm4GSmCDLWe/dXpCxyHhGvMkFJt14m0lyCpKWZkWujEikQIj9CAtA3lKCTKS2Z7TOGpUfowENIcruFM/T2RoFCpceibZIj0UC16qfif1451cOkllEexJhzPHwpiBrWAaSmwTyXBmo0NQVhS81eIh0girE11BVOCu7jyMmmUS65Tcu/Oi5XrrI48OAIn4Ay44AJUwC2ogTrA4BE8g1fwZj1ZL9a79TGP5qxs5hD8gfX5A3NGmao=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AXPbpcoj5ae1uxfZAo5jh2Ww2aY=">AAACB3icbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY+CBIvgqewWQS9CqxePFewD2m3Jptk2NJssSVYo2968+Fe8eFDEq3/Bm//GbLsHbR0IDDPzJfnGjxhV2nG+rdzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tn7x80lIglJnUsmJAtHynCKCd1TTUjrUgSFPqMNP3RTeo3H4hUVPB7PY6IF6IBpwHFSBupZx9Pqt2kNp10y1eTjjDJ9KKkOs3Enl10Ss4McJm4GSmCDLWe/dXpCxyHhGvMkFJt14m0lyCpKWZkWujEikQIj9CAtA3lKCTKS2Z7TOGpUfowENIcruFM/T2RoFCpceibZIj0UC16qfif1451cOkllEexJhzPHwpiBrWAaSmwTyXBmo0NQVhS81eIh0girE11BVOCu7jyMmmUS65Tcu/Oi5XrrI48OAIn4Ay44AJUwC2ogTrA4BE8g1fwZj1ZL9a79TGP5qxs5hD8gfX5A3NGmao=</latexit>
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• CPV is maximised when the two amplitudes are of similar size. 

• This is the case for the decay                     . 

CP violation in B0 ! K+⇡�

|A|2 � |Ā|2 = �4|AP ||AT |sin(�PS � �TS )sin(�
P
W � �TW)

B0 ! K+⇡�

AT AP

• These two amplitudes combine to give a large direct CPV.                . 
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• We see this in the LHCb dataset.

Seeing it in the data

• See a visible difference in the signal yield between the decay and its CP 
conjugate.

PHYS. REV. LETT. 108 (2012) 201601 
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• While CPV in beauty quark decays had been long established, it had 
never been seen in charm quarks.

CPV in charm decays

• Fortunately, have millions of signal.

• The tree and penguin amplitude sizes were too different: AT >> AP.

LHC$CERN$Seminar,$21$March$2019$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 11Angelo$Carbone
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• Therefore expect CPV to 
be very small.

• Can detect very small CPV signals.
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• In early 2019, we analysed our full 9fb-1 dataset in D—>hh decays.

LHCb analysis
• In order to control experimental uncertainties, compared two decays D—

>KK and D—>ππ.

LHC$CERN$Seminar,$21$March$2019$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 48Angelo$Carbone

`

!"/$"

slow $%

x

z

slow $"

& field

!%/+PV

*+*∗%

• For(some(regions(of(phase(space,(the(soft(pion(of(a(specific(charge(is(
kicked(out from(the(detector(acceptance(by(the(magnetic(field

• This(breaks(the(assumption(that(the(raw(asymmetries(are(small

Fiducial(Selection

LHC$CERN$Seminar,$21$March$2019$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 40Angelo$Carbone

Δ"#$ %!tagged
What)we)measure)is)the)physical)asymmetry)plus)asymmetries)due)

both)to)production)and)detector)effects

• No)detection)asymmetry)for)D0 decays)to))K!K+ or)π!π+
• …)if)we)take)the)raw)asymmetry)difference)

• the)D*+ production)and)the)slow)pion)detection)asymmetries)will)
cancel

CP)asymmetry
Any)charge!dependent)
asymmetry)in)slow)pion)

reconstruction

D*± production)
asymmetry

� 

∆ACP ≡ Araw (KK) − Araw (ππ) = ACP (KK) − ACP (ππ)

• This helps cancel experimental 
effects due to reconstructing 
particles with opposite charges.
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• We measured this difference to be non-zero by 5.3 standard deviations.

A recent discovery

LHC$CERN$Seminar,$21$March$2019$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 71Angelo$Carbone

Interpretation

For+the+full+LHCb data+set+(9 fb$%):
& ' /) *+ = 0.115 ± 0.002

' /) *+ =+1.71 ± 0.10

Using+the+LHCb averages:

345 = 5.7 ± 1.5 ×10$8

9: = −2.8 ± 2.8 ×10$= ≃ −?45@AB

CDEFGHI = −JK. L ± M. N ×JO$P

Δ945 mostly sensitive to direct CP violation

LHCb=PAPER=2019=006

JHEP+04+(2012)+129

Phys.+Rev.+Lett.+122+(2019)+011802

JHEP+04+(2015)+043

Phys.+Rev.+Lett.+118+(2017)+261803,

LHC$CERN$Seminar,$21$March$2019$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 7Angelo$Carbone

CP#violation#key#dates

1956
Parity violation
T. D. Lee,
C. N. Yang and
C. S. Wu et al.

1964
Strange particles:
CP violation in !
meson decays
J. W. Cronin,
V. L. Fitch et al.

2001
Beauty particles:
CP violation in "#
meson decays
BaBar and Belle 
collaborations

1963
Cabibbo Mixing
N. Cabibbo

1973
The CKM matrix
M. Kobayashi and 
T. Maskawa

2019
Charm particles:
CP violation in $#
meson decays
LHCb collaboration

TODAY

• The conference organisers provided a 
celebratory drink to the LHCb 
members.

First time discovered!
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• Interpretation of this measurement is complicated by QCD uncertainties. 

• The charm quark is light so QCD is strong: non-peterbative techniques needed.

Interpretation

New physics explanation QCD explanation

• Direct CPV often has interpretation issues 
due to the strong part needed to generate 
such effects. 

• Other CPV in mixing more theoretically 
‘clean’.
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• A cleaner way to measure CPV is in the interference between mixing and decay 
amplitudes.

CPV in mixing and decay

• ‘Golden mode’ is the decay                         

• Why? Both a B0 and B0 can decay into the same final state.

• You can then get interference between mixing and decay amplitudes.

B0 ! J/ K0
s
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•  Golden mode B0àJ/Ψ Ks
0 

•  Time dependent asymmetry measurement: 
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•  Golden mode B0àJ/Ψ Ks
0 

•  Time dependent asymmetry measurement: 
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analysisB0 ! J/ K0
s
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• The idea to measure the asymmetry between a B0 and B0 decaying into the same 
final state.
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•  Golden mode B0àJ/Ψ Ks
0 

•  Time dependent asymmetry measurement: 

• Here is the signal yield asymmetry as measured by LHCb as a function of the decay 
time.

• The tricky part is to determine the flavour of the B0. 

Time dependent fit
!

• Fit asymmetry as a function 
of the B decay time.
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• Result consistent with BaBar 
and Belle measurements. 

• LHCb now competitive with 
B-factory precision.

LHCb-PAPER-2015-004

Precise determination of |Vub| 
using the decay Λb

0->pµν

Patrick Owen, 
on behalf of the LHCb collaboration

24/03/15

CERN LHC seminar 

LHCb-PAPER-2015-013, in preparation preliminary
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sin(2β) and the unitarity triangle 
• One can relate sin(2β) to the CKM elements of the diagrams involved.

• The β is the same angle as in the 
unitarity triangle!

• Measuring sin(2β) and comparing it to other measurements can shed light on 
possible new physics. 

• At the moment is the consistency is reasonably good.

Unitarity Triangle II

Stephanie Hansmann-Menzemer – p.6/24γ
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New physics with beauty quarks
• Beauty quarks decay via the weak force.

b c
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Figure 1:

1

beauty decayBeta decay

• W and Z bosons over 10 times heavier than decaying b-hadron. 

• Beauty quark decays can tell us about new high mass particles. 

• Can probe much heavier particles than directly. Not limited by the energy of 
the LHC. 

• Can still find new physics even if direct searches don’t see anything.
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In the Standard Model, the three charged leptons, apart their mass, are identical copies of 
each other - a concept known as lepton universality.

= =

Lepton universality
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RD(⇤) =
B(B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫)

B(B ! D(⇤)µ⌫)
RK(⇤) =

B(B ! K(⇤)µ+µ�)

B(B ! K(⇤)e+e�)

We want to test this in so-called ‘semileptonic’ B decays:
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Why semi-leptonic decays?

• These decays can be factorised, greatly simplifying theoretical 
calculations. 

• Lepton universality ratios further cancel theoretical uncertainties.

31

• A decay is semi-leptonic if its products are part leptons and 
part hadrons.

d�

dq2
(B ! D`⌫) /

G2
F |Vcb|2f(q2)2

EW QCD
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Types of semi-leptonic decay
Two types of semi-leptonic B decay

32

Neutral current

Forbidden at tree level - low O(10-6) 
branching fractions.

NP sensitivity up to about 50 TeV
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Figure 1:

1

Figure 1: Feynman diagrams in the Standard Model for the two classes of processes examined in this article. Top:

charged-current b ! c`+⌫` tree-level transition. Bottom: neutral-current b ! s`+`� loop-level transition

Very recently, LHCb has produced another R(D⇤) measurement by exploiting the decay of the ⌧ lepton
into three charged pions and a neutrino. This measurement was considered to be unfeasible due to the large
backgrounds from B decays into the same visible final state as signal and the apparent lack of discriminating
variables. Nevertheless, the presence of a ⌧ decay vertex significantly detached from the b-hadron decay vertex
allows to suppress the most abundant backgrounds. The residual background, due to b-hadron decaying to a
D⇤ and another charm meson that subsequently gives three pions in a detached vertex topology, is reduced
by exploiting the di↵erent resonant structure of the three-pion system. The resulting measurement of R(D⇤)
is larger than, although compatible with, the SM prediction, and consistent with previous determinations.
The combined world average (Fig. 2) of R(D⇤) and R(D) measurements, known at 5% and 10% respectively,
remains in tension with the SM prediction at a level of four standard deviations. This provides solid motivation
for further LU tests in semitauonic decays of b hadrons.

The LHCb collaboration will therefore continue performing measurements in this sector, by extending the
already performed R(D⇤) measurements on the datasets collected in Run2, and by studying the decays of
other b hadrons. For example, the first measurement of R(J/ ) has been performed, that tests LU in the
Bc sector. Again, a value higher than the SM expectation has been found, even though the uncertainties
are still significant and the SM prediction not firm yet. An important extension of this already rich physics
program will regard the study of observables other than branching fractions, such as polarization and angular
distributions of the final state particles, that will give crucial insight in the interpretation of the current
anomaly, if confirmed, in terms of new physics models.

In contrast to tree-level semileptonic decays, b ! s`` transitions are highly suppressed as there are no FCNC
in the SM. This suppression increases the sensitivity to the possible existence of new particles. The presence
of such particles could lead to a sizeable increase or decrease in the rate of particular decays, or change the
angular distribution of the final-state particles. Tests of LU in these decays involve measurements of ratios of
branching fractions between electron and muon decay modes RK(⇤) = B(B ! K(⇤)µ+µ�)/B(B ! K(⇤)e+e�).

2

Charged current

NP sensitivity up to about 1 TeV

Can proceed via tree level -large O(%) 
branching fractions.

2. Introduction 2/28

B! D(⇤)⌧⌫

B

D∗

W+b

c

ν

µ+/τ+

B

D∗

H+b

c

ν

µ+/τ+

B

D∗

LQ

b

c

ν

µ+/τ+

• In the Standard model, the only di↵erence between B! D(⇤)⌧⌫ and
B! D(⇤)µ⌫ is the mass of the lepton

• Form factors mostly cancel in the ratio of rates (except helicity
suppressed amplitude)

• Ratio R(D(⇤)) = B(B! D(⇤)⌧⌫) / B(B! D(⇤)µ⌫) is sensitive to e.g
charged Higgs, leptoquark
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• The idea is that because these are loop suppressed, new physics can 
compete quite easily with the SM decay amplitude.

33
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams in the Standard Model for the two classes of processes examined in this article. Top:

charged-current b ! c`+⌫` tree-level transition. Bottom: neutral-current b ! s`+`� loop-level transition

Very recently, LHCb has produced another R(D⇤) measurement by exploiting the decay of the ⌧ lepton
into three charged pions and a neutrino. This measurement was considered to be unfeasible due to the large
backgrounds from B decays into the same visible final state as signal and the apparent lack of discriminating
variables. Nevertheless, the presence of a ⌧ decay vertex significantly detached from the b-hadron decay vertex
allows to suppress the most abundant backgrounds. The residual background, due to b-hadron decaying to a
D⇤ and another charm meson that subsequently gives three pions in a detached vertex topology, is reduced
by exploiting the di↵erent resonant structure of the three-pion system. The resulting measurement of R(D⇤)
is larger than, although compatible with, the SM prediction, and consistent with previous determinations.
The combined world average (Fig. 2) of R(D⇤) and R(D) measurements, known at 5% and 10% respectively,
remains in tension with the SM prediction at a level of four standard deviations. This provides solid motivation
for further LU tests in semitauonic decays of b hadrons.

The LHCb collaboration will therefore continue performing measurements in this sector, by extending the
already performed R(D⇤) measurements on the datasets collected in Run2, and by studying the decays of
other b hadrons. For example, the first measurement of R(J/ ) has been performed, that tests LU in the
Bc sector. Again, a value higher than the SM expectation has been found, even though the uncertainties
are still significant and the SM prediction not firm yet. An important extension of this already rich physics
program will regard the study of observables other than branching fractions, such as polarization and angular
distributions of the final state particles, that will give crucial insight in the interpretation of the current
anomaly, if confirmed, in terms of new physics models.

In contrast to tree-level semileptonic decays, b ! s`` transitions are highly suppressed as there are no FCNC
in the SM. This suppression increases the sensitivity to the possible existence of new particles. The presence
of such particles could lead to a sizeable increase or decrease in the rate of particular decays, or change the
angular distribution of the final-state particles. Tests of LU in these decays involve measurements of ratios of
branching fractions between electron and muon decay modes RK(⇤) = B(B ! K(⇤)µ+µ�)/B(B ! K(⇤)e+e�).
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Figure 4: Example of Feynman diagrams of leptoquark-mediated b ! c`⌫ and b ! s`` transitions.

5

SM NP

• If NP couples strongly and is light enough, it will significantly alter the 
behaviour compared to the SM expectation.
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Figure 2. Belle (a) and LHCb (b) single event displays illustrating the reconstruction of semileptonic B meson decays: Trajectories
of charged particles are shown as colored solid lines, energy deposits in the calorimeters are depicted by red bars. The Belle display is
an end view perpendicular to the beam axis with the silicon detector in the center (small orange circle) and the device measuring the
particle velocity (dark purple polygon). This is a ° (4S) ! B

+
B
� event, with B

� ! D
0t�n̄t , D

0 ! K
�p+ and t� ! e

�nt n̄e, and the
B

+ decaying to five charged particles (white solid lines) and two photons. The trajectories of undetected neutrinos are marked as
dashed yellow lines. The LHCb display is a side view with the proton beams indicated as a white horizontal line with the interaction
point far to the left, followed by the dipole magnet (white trapezoid) and the Cherenkov detector (red lines). The area close to the
interaction point is enlarged above, showing the tracks of the charged particles produced in the pp interaction, the B

0 path (dotted
orange line), and its decay B̄0 ! D

⇤+t�n̄t with D
⇤+ ! D

0p+ and D
0 ! K

�p+, plus the µ� from the decay of a very short-lived t�.

typically produced at small angles to the beam and with high
momenta, features that determined the design of the LHCb detec-
tor [25, 26], a single arm forward spectrometer, covering the polar
angle range of 3�23 degrees. The high momentum and relatively
long B hadron lifetime result in decay distances of several cm.
Very precise measurements of the pp interaction point, combined
with the detection of charged particle trajectories from B decays
which do not intersect this point, are the very effective, primary
method to separate B decays from background.

All three experiments rely on several layers of finely seg-
mented silicon strip detectors to locate the beam-beam interaction
point and decay vertices of long-lived particles. A combination
of silicon strip detectors and multiple layers of gaseous detec-
tors measure the trajectories of charged particles, and determine
their momenta from the deflection in a magnetic field. Examples
of reconstructed signal events recorded by the LHCb and Belle
experiments are shown in Figure 2.

For a given momentum, charged particles of different masses,
primarily pions and kaons, are identified by their different ve-
locities. All three experiments make use of devices which sense
Cherenkov radiation, emitted by particles with velocities that ex-
ceed the speed of light in a chosen radiator material. For lower
velocity particles, Belle complements this with time-of-flight
measurements. BABAR and Belle also measure the velocity-
dependent energy loss due to ionization in the tracking detectors.
Arrays of cesium iodide crystals measure the energy of photons

and identify electrons in BABAR and Belle. Muons are identified
as particles penetrating a stack of steel absorbers interleaved with
large area gaseous detectors.

Measurements of B
� ! t�nt decays

The decays B
� ! t�nt with two or three neutrinos in the final

state have only been observed by BABAR and Belle. These
two experiments exploit the BB pair production at the ° (4S)
resonance via the process e

+
e
� !° (4S) ! BB. These BB pairs

can be tagged by the reconstruction of a hadronic or semileptonic
decay of one of the two B mesons, referred to as Btag. If this
decay is correctly reconstructed, all remaining particles in the
event originate from the other B decay.

BABAR and Belle have independently developed two sets of
algorithms to tag BB events. The hadronic tag algorithms [27, 28]
search for the best match between one of more than a thousand
possible decay chains and a subset of all detected particles in
the event. The efficiency for finding a correctly matched Btag is
unfortunately quite small, 0.3%. The benefit of reconstructing
all final state particles is that the total energy, Emiss, and vector
momentum, ~pmiss, of all undetected particles of the other B decay
can be inferred from energy and momentum conservation. The
invariant mass squared of all undetected particles, m

2
miss = E

2
miss�

~p2
miss, is used to distinguish events with one neutrino (m2

miss ⇡ 0)
from events with multiple neutrinos or other missing particles
(m2

miss > 0).
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decay is correctly reconstructed, all remaining particles in the
event originate from the other B decay.

BABAR and Belle have independently developed two sets of
algorithms to tag BB events. The hadronic tag algorithms [27, 28]
search for the best match between one of more than a thousand
possible decay chains and a subset of all detected particles in
the event. The efficiency for finding a correctly matched Btag is
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typically produced at small angles to the beam and with high
momenta, features that determined the design of the LHCb detec-
tor [25, 26], a single arm forward spectrometer, covering the polar
angle range of 3�23 degrees. The high momentum and relatively
long B hadron lifetime result in decay distances of several cm.
Very precise measurements of the pp interaction point, combined
with the detection of charged particle trajectories from B decays
which do not intersect this point, are the very effective, primary
method to separate B decays from background.

All three experiments rely on several layers of finely seg-
mented silicon strip detectors to locate the beam-beam interaction
point and decay vertices of long-lived particles. A combination
of silicon strip detectors and multiple layers of gaseous detec-
tors measure the trajectories of charged particles, and determine
their momenta from the deflection in a magnetic field. Examples
of reconstructed signal events recorded by the LHCb and Belle
experiments are shown in Figure 2.

For a given momentum, charged particles of different masses,
primarily pions and kaons, are identified by their different ve-
locities. All three experiments make use of devices which sense
Cherenkov radiation, emitted by particles with velocities that ex-
ceed the speed of light in a chosen radiator material. For lower
velocity particles, Belle complements this with time-of-flight
measurements. BABAR and Belle also measure the velocity-
dependent energy loss due to ionization in the tracking detectors.
Arrays of cesium iodide crystals measure the energy of photons

and identify electrons in BABAR and Belle. Muons are identified
as particles penetrating a stack of steel absorbers interleaved with
large area gaseous detectors.

Measurements of B
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The decays B
� ! t�nt with two or three neutrinos in the final

state have only been observed by BABAR and Belle. These
two experiments exploit the BB pair production at the ° (4S)
resonance via the process e
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can be tagged by the reconstruction of a hadronic or semileptonic
decay of one of the two B mesons, referred to as Btag. If this
decay is correctly reconstructed, all remaining particles in the
event originate from the other B decay.

BABAR and Belle have independently developed two sets of
algorithms to tag BB events. The hadronic tag algorithms [27, 28]
search for the best match between one of more than a thousand
possible decay chains and a subset of all detected particles in
the event. The efficiency for finding a correctly matched Btag is
unfortunately quite small, 0.3%. The benefit of reconstructing
all final state particles is that the total energy, Emiss, and vector
momentum, ~pmiss, of all undetected particles of the other B decay
can be inferred from energy and momentum conservation. The
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Lepton universality
• Lets compare decay rates when we have muons and electrons. 

• In the Standard Model, this ratio should be unity.

B0 K⇤0

�, Z0

W�

b̄

d

µ+

µ�

s̄

d

ū, c̄, t̄

/e-

/e+

RK(⇤) =
B(B ! K(⇤)µ+µ�)

B(B ! K(⇤)e+e�)

• Recipe for analysis:  
• Fit electron/muon signal yields. 
• Account for reconstruction efficiency.

• Two ratios:  

• RK: Strange quark hadronises to ground state kaon (RK)  

• RK*: Strange quark hadronises to excited state (RK*).
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The problem with electrons
• The main issue with electrons is their tendency to bremsstrahlung 

• In addition, reconstruction efficiency worse for electrons 

• Electrons are more easily swept away by the magnet. 

• More difficult to ‘trigger’ on electrons. 

• Rule of thumb: lose a factor three in signal when exchanging a muon with an 
electron.

Bremsstrahlung − I
› Electrons emit a large amount of bremsstrahlung that results in
degraded momentum and mass resolutions

› Two types of bremsstrahlung

CERN SeminarSimone Bifani 11

Upstream
brem

Downstream
brem

» Downstream of the magnet
- photon energy in the same
calorimeter cell as the electron
- momentum correctly measured

» Upstream of the magnet
- photon energy in different
calorimeter cells than electron
- momentum evaluated after
bremsstrahlung

Air

• Easier to confuse signal and background, due 
to a widening of the mass resolution.
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Signal fits

• Also easier to confuse signal with ‘partially reconstructed’ 
background.
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Figure 3: Fit to the m(K+⇡�µ+µ�) invariant mass of (top) B0! K⇤0µ+µ� and (bottom)
B0! K⇤0J/ (! µ+µ�) candidates. The dashed line is the signal PDF, the shaded shapes are
the background PDFs and the solid line is the total PDF.

bremsstrahlung in the detector. Bin migration amounts to about 1% and 5% in the low-370

and central-q2 regions, respectively.371

The e�ciency ratios between the nonresonant and the resonant modes, "`+`�/"J/ (`+`�),372

which directly enter in the RK⇤0 measurement, are reported in Table 3. Due to strong373

dependence of the hardware trigger on the decay kinematics, the ratio of the L0H trigger374

category is largest.375

9 Cross-checks376

A large number of cross-checks were performed before unblinding the result and these are377

discussed below.378

• The control of the absolute scale of the e�ciencies is tested by measuring the ratio379

of the branching fraction of the muon and electron resonant channels380

rJ/ =
B(B0! K

⇤0
J/ (! µ

+
µ
�))

B(B0! K
⇤0

J/ (! e
+
e
�))

,
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Figure 4: Fit to the m(K+⇡�e+e�) invariant mass of (top) B0! K⇤0e+e� and (bottom)
B0! K⇤0J/ (! e+e�) candidates. The dashed line is the signal PDF, the shaded shapes are
the background PDFs and the solid line is the total PDF.

Table 3: E�ciency ratios between the nonresonant and resonant modes, "`+`�/"J/ (`+`�), for the
muon and electron channels. The uncertainties are statistical only.

"`+`�/"J/ (`+`�)

low-q2
central-q2

µ
+
µ
� 0.679 ± 0.009 0.584 ± 0.006

e
+
e
� (L0E) 0.539 ± 0.013 0.522 ± 0.010

e
+
e
� (L0H) 2.252 ± 0.098 1.627 ± 0.066

e
+
e
� (L0I) 0.789 ± 0.029 0.595 ± 0.020

which is expected to be equal to unity. This quantity represents an extremely381

stringent test, as it does not benefit from the large cancellation of the experimental382

systematic e↵ects provided by the double ratio. The rJ/ ratio is measured to383

be 1.043 ± 0.006 ± 0.045, where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second384
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• This also smears out the signal peak such the electron channel has a wider 
resolution.

Muons Electrons

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/JHEP08(2017)055
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Results

37

• Take ratio of signal yields and correct for efficiency to get         .

• LHCb results are 2.5 (RK), 2.4 and 2.2σ from the SM predictions and all in the same 
direction. 

• Error dominated by the statistical uncertainty: we expect improvements soon. 
• The LHCb-UZH group is currently working on the update with more data.

RK(⇤)

Results − II

› The compatibility of the result in the low-q2 with respect to the SM
prediction(s) is of 2.2-2.4 standard deviations
› The compatibility of the result in the central-q2with respect to the SM
prediction(s) is of 2.4-2.5 standard deviations
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› The measured values of RK*º are found to be in good agreement among
the three trigger categories in both q2 regions
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In summary, in the dilepton mass-squared region 1.1 < q
2
< 6.0GeV2

/c
4, the ratio

of the branching fractions for B+
! K

+
µ
+
µ
� and B

+
! K

+
e
+
e
� decays is measured to

be RK = 0.846 +0.060
� 0.054

+0.016
� 0.014. This is the most precise measurement of this ratio to date

and is consistent with the SM prediction at the level of 2.5 standard deviations. Further
reduction in the uncertainty on RK can be anticipated when the data collected by LHCb
in 2017 and 2018, which have a statistical power approximately equal to that of the full
data set used here, are included in a future analysis. In the longer term, there are good
prospects for high-precision measurements as much larger samples are collected with an
upgraded LHCb detector [79].
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R(D*)
• Large rate of charged current decays allow for measurement in semi-

tauonic decays.

38

R(D(⇤)) =
B(B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫)

B(B ! D(⇤)`⌫)

• Form ratio of decays with different 
lepton generations. 

• Cancel QCD/expt uncertainties.

• R(D*) sensitive to any physics model favouring 3rd generation leptons (e.g. 
charged Higgs).

2. Introduction 2/28

B! D(⇤)⌧⌫

B

D∗

W+b

c

ν

µ+/τ+

B

D∗

H+b

c

ν

µ+/τ+

B

D∗

LQ

b

c

ν

µ+/τ+

• In the Standard model, the only di↵erence between B! D(⇤)⌧⌫ and
B! D(⇤)µ⌫ is the mass of the lepton

• Form factors mostly cancel in the ratio of rates (except helicity
suppressed amplitude)

• Ratio R(D(⇤)) = B(B! D(⇤)⌧⌫) / B(B! D(⇤)µ⌫) is sensitive to e.g
charged Higgs, leptoquark
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The problem with neutrinos
• At three neutrinos in the final state (two from                     ). 

• Need a light-year of steel to absorb. 

• No sharp peak to fit in any distribution:

39

⌧ ! µ⌫⌫

A Challenge to Lepton Universality in B Meson Decays — 3/10

Figure 2. Belle (a) and LHCb (b) single event displays illustrating the reconstruction of semileptonic B meson decays: Trajectories
of charged particles are shown as colored solid lines, energy deposits in the calorimeters are depicted by red bars. The Belle display is
an end view perpendicular to the beam axis with the silicon detector in the center (small orange circle) and the device measuring the
particle velocity (dark purple polygon). This is a ° (4S) ! B

+
B
� event, with B

� ! D
0t�n̄t , D

0 ! K
�p+ and t� ! e

�nt n̄e, and the
B

+ decaying to five charged particles (white solid lines) and two photons. The trajectories of undetected neutrinos are marked as
dashed yellow lines. The LHCb display is a side view with the proton beams indicated as a white horizontal line with the interaction
point far to the left, followed by the dipole magnet (white trapezoid) and the Cherenkov detector (red lines). The area close to the
interaction point is enlarged above, showing the tracks of the charged particles produced in the pp interaction, the B

0 path (dotted
orange line), and its decay B̄0 ! D

⇤+t�n̄t with D
⇤+ ! D

0p+ and D
0 ! K

�p+, plus the µ� from the decay of a very short-lived t�.

typically produced at small angles to the beam and with high
momenta, features that determined the design of the LHCb detec-
tor [25, 26], a single arm forward spectrometer, covering the polar
angle range of 3�23 degrees. The high momentum and relatively
long B hadron lifetime result in decay distances of several cm.
Very precise measurements of the pp interaction point, combined
with the detection of charged particle trajectories from B decays
which do not intersect this point, are the very effective, primary
method to separate B decays from background.

All three experiments rely on several layers of finely seg-
mented silicon strip detectors to locate the beam-beam interaction
point and decay vertices of long-lived particles. A combination
of silicon strip detectors and multiple layers of gaseous detec-
tors measure the trajectories of charged particles, and determine
their momenta from the deflection in a magnetic field. Examples
of reconstructed signal events recorded by the LHCb and Belle
experiments are shown in Figure 2.

For a given momentum, charged particles of different masses,
primarily pions and kaons, are identified by their different ve-
locities. All three experiments make use of devices which sense
Cherenkov radiation, emitted by particles with velocities that ex-
ceed the speed of light in a chosen radiator material. For lower
velocity particles, Belle complements this with time-of-flight
measurements. BABAR and Belle also measure the velocity-
dependent energy loss due to ionization in the tracking detectors.
Arrays of cesium iodide crystals measure the energy of photons

and identify electrons in BABAR and Belle. Muons are identified
as particles penetrating a stack of steel absorbers interleaved with
large area gaseous detectors.

Measurements of B
� ! t�nt decays

The decays B
� ! t�nt with two or three neutrinos in the final

state have only been observed by BABAR and Belle. These
two experiments exploit the BB pair production at the ° (4S)
resonance via the process e

+
e
� !° (4S) ! BB. These BB pairs

can be tagged by the reconstruction of a hadronic or semileptonic
decay of one of the two B mesons, referred to as Btag. If this
decay is correctly reconstructed, all remaining particles in the
event originate from the other B decay.

BABAR and Belle have independently developed two sets of
algorithms to tag BB events. The hadronic tag algorithms [27, 28]
search for the best match between one of more than a thousand
possible decay chains and a subset of all detected particles in
the event. The efficiency for finding a correctly matched Btag is
unfortunately quite small, 0.3%. The benefit of reconstructing
all final state particles is that the total energy, Emiss, and vector
momentum, ~pmiss, of all undetected particles of the other B decay
can be inferred from energy and momentum conservation. The
invariant mass squared of all undetected particles, m

2
miss = E

2
miss�

~p2
miss, is used to distinguish events with one neutrino (m2

miss ⇡ 0)
from events with multiple neutrinos or other missing particles
(m2

miss > 0).
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Figure 3: Fit to the m(K+⇡�µ+µ�) invariant mass of (top) B0! K⇤0µ+µ� and (bottom)
B0! K⇤0J/ (! µ+µ�) candidates. The dashed line is the signal PDF, the shaded shapes are
the background PDFs and the solid line is the total PDF.

bremsstrahlung in the detector. Bin migration amounts to about 1% and 5% in the low-370

and central-q2 regions, respectively.371

The e�ciency ratios between the nonresonant and the resonant modes, "`+`�/"J/ (`+`�),372

which directly enter in the RK⇤0 measurement, are reported in Table 3. Due to strong373

dependence of the hardware trigger on the decay kinematics, the ratio of the L0H trigger374

category is largest.375

9 Cross-checks376

A large number of cross-checks were performed before unblinding the result and these are377

discussed below.378

• The control of the absolute scale of the e�ciencies is tested by measuring the ratio379

of the branching fraction of the muon and electron resonant channels380

rJ/ =
B(B0! K

⇤0
J/ (! µ

+
µ
�))

B(B0! K
⇤0

J/ (! e
+
e
�))

,

12

• Try to reconstruct B rest frame by using 
the vertex positions in our detector.

• Allows to reconstruct the missing 
momentum, but has large resolution.
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Signal fits
• Fit variables which discriminate between muon and tauonic mode.

40

• Many different backgrounds to account for.

2. Fit 10/25

Signal fit

Data
ντ D*→B 

X')Xν l→(c D*H→B 
ν D**l→B 
νµ D*→B 

Combinatoric
µMisidentified 

• Fit to isolated data, used to determine ratio of B! D⇤⌧⌫ and
B! D⇤µ⌫

• Model fits data well
• Fit model uncertainties listed on next slide

2. Fit 10/25

Signal fit

Data
ντ D*→B 

X')Xν l→(c D*H→B 
ν D**l→B 
νµ D*→B 

Combinatoric
µMisidentified 

• Fit to isolated data, used to determine ratio of B! D⇤⌧⌫ and
B! D⇤µ⌫

• Model fits data well
• Fit model uncertainties listed on next slide

 Phys.Rev.Lett.115, 111803 (2015)

• For example, the ‘missing mass’, which should be zero for a single 
neutrino and non-zero if you are missing more particles.
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Hints of an excess?

41

• All experiments see an excess in 
the number of                    
candidates.

Result

•Full result: 
𝑅 𝐷∗ = 0.336 ± 0.027 ± 0.030
◦ Close agreement with BaBar 

result
◦ 2.1𝜎 from SM. Not significant 

alone, but tantalizing given 
history of high results in this 
channel

4
0

B ! D⇤⌧⌫

• What’s interesting is that the 
experiments have rather different 
systematic sources.

• In addition to LHCb, the Belle and BaBar experiments have also made 
measurements.
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What does this all mean

42

• We have two sets of anomalies in charged- and neutral current semileptoinic B 
decays. 

• They both point towards a violation of lepton universality. 

• It is actually possible to explain both anomalies with a single new particle known 
as a leptoquark of around 2TeV mass.

CERNCOURIER
V O L U M E  5 8   N U M B E R  3   A P R I L  2 0 1 8
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Lepton universality

can be controlled, but there is an open question about whether the 
interference of fully hadronic decays such as B0 K*0J/ψ could 
mimic some of the discrepancies seen. This contribution is very 
hard to calculate and will most likely require controlling in the 
data directly. 

All the results so far probing LU at LHCb are based on LHC 
Run 1 data recorded at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 and 8 TeV. 
Measurements of the RK and RK* ratios can be significantly 
improved over future years with the analysis of the full Run 2 
data at an energy of 13 TeV. LHCb will also broaden its search for 
LU violation to other types of FCNC decays, such as Bs + . 
Another interesting avenue, recently taken up by Belle, is to com-
pare the angular distributions of the decays B0 K*0 +  and 
B K*0e+e . If LU were indeed violated, then one would expect 
to see differences between the angular distributions of muons and 
electrons as well as the decay rates. 

Potential explanations
It is possible that the anomalies seen in tree-level and FCNC 
decays are related. The tree-level decays are sensitive to new 
physics at the TeV scale, whereas the FCNC decays are sensitive 
to scales of the order 10 TeV on account of the SM suppression 
of loop-level decays. If one would like to explain both anoma-
lies with a single model, then this must also be suppressed in its 
contribution to b sl +l  decays compared to b c +  decays. 
This can be done by either forbidding FCNC processes at tree 
le el, like in the , or y ha ing a hierarchical a o r str ct re 
where the coupling to third-generation leptons is enhanced with 
respect to muons. Amongst several speculations, the most prom-
ising model in this regard introduces the well known concept of 
leptoquarks, which are particles that carry both lepton and quark 

ant m n m ers fig re  he mass scale for s ch a lepto ark 
could be around 1 TeV, which is clearly very interesting for direct 
searches at the LHC. 

The theoretical options open up if one would like to explain only 
one set of anomalies. For example, the loop-level anomalies can 
be explained with a Z  boson of a few TeV in mass, although the 
allowed parameter space for such a model competes with the con-
straints imposed by Bs matter–antimatter oscillations. Overall, 
there are many possible models proposed that can explain one or 
both of these anomalies, and differentiating between them would 

ecome an exciting challenge if these were to e confirmed

In any case, the amount of data analysed for the measurements 
described here corresponds to just one-third of what will be avail-
able by the end of 2018 at LHCb. Meanwhile, following a major 
overhaul of the KEK accelerator, the Belle-II experiment is about 
to start operations in Japan and is expected to collect data until 
2025 (CERN Courier eptem er  p  he two experiments 
are designed for the study of heavy-flavour physics, and their 
complementary characteristics will allow researchers to perform 
ultra-precise measurements of decays of b-quark hadrons. Hence, 
the prospects for continuing to test lepton universality in the next 
decade and beyond are excellent.

 ● Further reading
BaBar Collaboration 2012 Phys. Rev. Lett. 109 101802.
BaBar Collaboration 2013 Phys. Rev. D. 88 072012.
Belle Collaboration 2015 Phys. Rev. D. 92 072014.
Belle Collaboration 2016 Phys. Rev. D. 94 072007.
LHCb Collaboration 2015 Phys. Rev. Lett. 115 111803.
LHCb Collaboration 2017 JHEP 08 055.
LHCb Collaboration 2014 Phys. Rev. Lett. 113 151601.
G Ciezarek et al. 2017 Nature 546 227.
F Archilli et al. 2017 Nature 546 221.

Résumé
Les quarks beauté bousculent l’universalité leptonique

De récentes mesures des désintégrations de hadrons de beauté 
effectuées par l’expérience LHCb, venant s’ajouter aux précédents 
résultats de Belle au KEKB et de BaBar au PEP-II, semblent 
indiquer de légers écarts par rapport à l’universalité leptonique. 

ris indi id elle ent  es r s ltats ne sont pas signifi atifs 
statistiquement. Considérés tous ensemble, en revanche, ils 
intriguent, car ils montrent que les forces du Modèle standard ne 
sont pas insensibles à la saveur leptonique. Si un écart par rapport 
 l ni ersalit  leptoni e tait onfir  il s agirait d n indi e fort 

de l’existence d’une physique au-delà du Modèle standard, et cela 
permettrait de mieux comprendre le classement en trois générations 
des fermions. Les physiciens attendent donc avec impatience de 
no elles donn es po r oir si es effets sont onfir s o  non  

Simone Bifani, University of Birmingham; Concezio Bozzi, CERN and 
INFN; Gregory Ciezarek, CERN; and Patrick Owen, University of Zurich.

Fig. 4. An example of a Feynman diagram for leptoquark- 
mediated b cl+ l and b sl+l  singular transitions. 
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experiment/theory

 RK (1.0 < q2  < 6.0 GeV2 /c4)

 RK*0 (0.045 < q2  < 1.1 GeV2 /c4)

 RK*0 (1.1 < q2  < 6.0 GeV2 /c4)

LHCb

Fig. 3. LHCb measurements of the lepton universality ratios  
RK and RK*. BaBar and Belle have made similar measurements, 
although with larger uncertainties. 
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SM prediction, and consistent with previous determinations. 
The combined world average of RD* and RD measurements, 

known to precisions of 5 and 10%, respectively, remains in ten-
sion with the SM prediction at a level of four standard deviations  
fig re  his pro ides solid moti ation for f rther  tests in 

semi-ta onic decays of  hadrons  n the next years, the H  col-
laboration will therefore extend the RD* measurement to the data-
sets collected in Run 2 and continue to study semi-tauonic decays 
of other b-quark hadrons. 

n early  the first meas rement of J/ψ was performed, prob-
ing  in the c sector. While the result was higher than the SM, the 
c rrent ncertainty is large and the  prediction is not yet firm  
Howe er, it can e an interesting test for the f t re  n important 
extension of this already rich physics programme, already being 
explored by Belle, will consider observables other than branch-
ing fractions, such as polarisation and angular distributions of the 
final-state particles  his will pro ide cr cial insight when inter-
preting the current anomalies in terms of new-physics models. 

The plot thickens
The results described above concern tree-level semi-leptonic 
decays. In contrast, the other relevant class of transitions for test-
ing ,  sl +l , are highly suppressed because there are no 
tree-le el s in the  his increases the sensiti ity to the 
possible existence of new physics. The presence of new particles 
contributing to these processes could lead to a sizeable increase 
or decrease in the rate of particular decays, or change the angu-
lar distri tion of the final-state particles  ests of  in these 
decays involve measurements of the ratio of branching fractions 
between muon and electron decay modes RK  = BF(B K(* + /
BF(B K(* e+e  

These modes represent a considerable challenge because the 
highly energetic H  en ironment ca ses electrons to emit a large 
amount of bremsstrahlung radiation as they traverse the material of 
the H  detector  his effect complicates the analysis proced re, 

for example making it more diffic lt to separate the signal and 
backgrounds where one or more particles have not been recon-
structed. Fortunately, there are several control samples in the data 
that can be used to study electron reconstruction effects, such as the 
resonant decays B K(* (J/ψ e+e , and ltimately the precision 
is dominated by the statistical uncertainty of the decays involv-
ing electrons  espite this, the H  meas rements dominate the 
world precision. 

Three measurements of RK  ha e een performed y the H  
experiment with the Run 1 data: two in the B0 K*0l +l  decay 
mode (RK*  and one in the + K+l+l  decay mode (RK  he res lts 
are more precise than those performed at previous experiments, 
and all ha e a tendency to sit elow the  predictions fig re  

he a ar and elle experiments ha e also meas red these  
ratios and found them to be consistent with the SM, albeit with a 
larger uncertainty. 

ss ming that rather than eing statistical ct ations these 
deviations arise from new physics, one can ask the question: what 
is driving the RK and RK* anomalies? Is the electron decay rate 
being enhanced or the muon suppressed, or both? One could get 
an answer to this question by looking at the differential branch-
ing fractions of the decays B+ K+ + , B0 K+0 +  and 
Bs

0 +  ltho gh with small statistical significance, all 
these branching fractions consistently sit below the SM predic-
tions, indicating that something could be destructively interfer-
ing with the muonic decay amplitude. If a new particle was really 
contributing to the B decay amplitude, then one would naturally 
expect it to also in ence the ang lar distri tion of the decay 
products. Intriguingly, by studying the angular distribution of 
B0 K*0 +  decays one observes discrepancies that can be 
interpreted as being compatible with the expectation based on 
the central values of RK and RK*.  

an we concl de it is d e to new physics  nfort nately not  
Information such as branching fractions and angular observables 
are affected y non-pert r ati e  effects  n principle, these 

b

b

t

s

c

l –

l –
l +

W–

γ/Z

W–

νl

Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams in the Standard Model for two classes 
of processes relevant to the study of lepton universality in heavy 
quarks: a charged-current b cl – –

l tree-level transition (top) 
and a neutral-current b sl+lï loop-level transition (bottom).

Fig. 2. Status of RD and RD* measurements. The red ellipse 
represents the world average, including both the results from 
simultaneous measurements of RD and RD* (black and blue ellipses) 
and separate measurements of RD* (points with error bars).
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Visualization of the electric 
field norm and 3D far field due 
to a transmitting antenna. 
Antennas are intentionally 
large in this tutorial model.

Overcome antenna crosstalk issues with simulation.

Multiple antennas are needed to create more complex communication 
systems on airplanes. But this arrangement of transmitters and 
receivers can cause aircraft operation issues due to crosstalk, or cosite 
interference. Simulation helps you analyze the crosstalk effect on an 
aircraft and in turn find the best antenna placement.

The COMSOL Multiphysics® software is used for simulating designs, 
devices, and processes in all fields of engineering, manufacturing, and 
scientific research. See how you can apply it to antenna simulation.
comsol.blog/antenna-crosstalk
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We need more measurements

• Main priority is to clarify the existence of any NP signal. 
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Precise determination of |Vub| 
using the decay Λb

0->pµν

Patrick Owen, 
on behalf of the LHCb collaboration

24/03/15

CERN LHC seminar 

LHCb-PAPER-2015-013, in preparation 

• We are currently doing these next steps in the LHCb-UZH group.

Improve the precision of RD* ratios and RK.

RD⇤ RD+

where B denotes the relative probability for a particular decay to occur. Recent mea-
surements [2–7] have shown a consistent enhancement of this ratio compared to the SM
prediction, which is due to a larger than expected tauonic decay rate. All of these analysis,
with the exception of Ref. [7], have reconstructed the ⌧ decay into the µ⌫⌫ final state.
This is the also the proposed ⌧ final state for this project.

As well as measuring the ratio of the decay rate involving ⌧ leptons to the lighter
lepton generations, one can study how the final state particles of the decay are distributed
in space. This is known as an angular analysis. The angular distribution of the final
state particles reflects the spin of the particle mediating the decay. For example, a spin-0
particle (such as a Higgs boson) will result in an isotropic distribution of the ⌧ lepton and
neutrino whereas a spin-1 particle will result in the decay products being concentrated
in certain regions of space, owing the conservation of angular momentum in the decay.
Therefore, by measuring the angular distribution of the tauonic decay, one can determine
the spin of the particle mediating the interaction and di↵erentiate between types of New
Physics models.

The decay B ! (D⇤ ! D⇡)`⌫, where ` represents any charged lepton, can be described
by three angles as shown in Fig. 2. Here ✓l is the angle between the `⌫ system and the
charged lepton ` in the `⌫ rest frame, ✓D is the angle between the excited D⇤ meson and
the ground-state D meson in the D⇤ rest frame and � is the angle between the planes
formed by the `⌫ and D⇡ systems.

z (�pD�)

`

⌫

D

⇡

�

✓D

✓`

Figure 8: Kinematics of the B̄ ! D�
(! D⇡)`⌫̄� decay. Angles are defined as in Ref. [10].

A Polarization vectors

In this paper we use the convention of Ref. [10] and define the angles ✓`,✓D and � as depicted

in Fig. 8. The helicity axis is chosen along the D⇤ momentum while the polarization vectors

of D⇤ (�) and the virtual vector boson (��) are defined with lower indices as
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����
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and
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q2
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����

|q|
0

0

�q0
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����
, ��t =

1�
q2

�

����

q0

0

0

�|q|

�

����
, (57)

respectively. In the B-meson rest frame

q0 =
m2

B � m2
D⇤ + q2

2mB
, ED⇤ =

m2
B + m2

D⇤ � q2

2mB
. (58)
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Figure 2: Illustration of the kinematics of the decay B ! (D(⇤) ! D⇡)`⌫, where ` represents

any charged lepton. Figure from Ref. [8].

By measuring the distribution for the tauonic decay in these angles, one can measure
observables which are sensitive to New Physics models. An example is the forward-
backward asymmetry, AFB, which is the asymmetry in the number of ` travelling forward
in the `⌫ rest frame. As seen in Fig. 3, AFB can discriminate between vector (symmetric
under parity transformation) or axial-vector (anti-symmetric under parity transformation)
contributions. Examples of other angular observables in the literature can be found in
Refs [8–10].

2 Current status of the field

Tree level semileptonic beauty quark decays into first and second generation leptons,
such as B ! D⇤µ⌫, have been well studied and have shown no deviation from SM
predictions [11]. For decays involving the third-generation tau lepton, constraints are

2

• Too early to claim any new physics yet: significance too low.

• NP can also alter angular 
distribution of decay products.
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In the future
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#b-hadrons 
 produced

106

109

1012

1015

• At ATLAS and CMS, 109 B-hadrons (B-factory dataset) will be produced every ~20 seconds. 

• Although we hope to conclude on these anomalies much earlier than then!
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Summary
• I hope I have given you a flavour of what physics the LHCb 

collaboration is doing. 

• The LHCb-UZH group is mainly working on clarifying these hints of 
lepton universality. 

• We already have lots of data in hand to shed light on these hints of 
new physics. 

• Exciting times to be on LHCb! 

• If you are interested, we also made a youtube video with Prof. 
Isidori’s group: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=9dLyTS0Xscw&t=1s
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